Les mots et les choses. Une archéologie des sciences humaines was published in 1966
when the controversies surrounding structuralism were heating up. It was a decisive contribution to the structuralist trend in the wider public and became a phenomenon to be taken into account, not only in the humanities and social sciences but also philosophically. Despite it being a large and inaccessible work on the scientific and philosophical history of Western societies since the Renaissance, it was also -to the yet unknown Foucault's surprise -a huge success and had to be reprinted five times that year.
1 This success happened because the book contained a number of claims that were viewed as controversial at the time.
Controversy and misconceptions. The controversy, which awoke wider interest, was first and foremost related to the hypothesis about a radical change, which Foucault seems to present in the preface and toward the conclusion, only to emphasize it in the final lines. In Mots et les choses he makes the sensational claim that man is "a quite recent creature," which has been "fabricated with its own hands less than two hundred years ago ... but he has grown old so quickly that it has been only too easy to imagine that he had been waiting for thousands of years in the darkness for that moment of illumination in which he would finally be known." 2 In conclusion, he points out the possibility of man, as he is currently known, being "erased, like a face drawn in sand at the edge of the sea."
3 In addition to apparently positing an overall incommensurability between various historical epochs, Foucault also seems to prophesize the end of the current age in yet another radical break, which in consequence would lead to the death of man.
A Genealogy of Structuralism and Language
Since reception at that time emphasized these two provocative claims, Foucault's core aim seemed to be a general attack on humanist or anthropocentric thought. Les mots et les choses came across as a sharp critique of the idea that humanity was to be the outset, aim or commitment for any thought or speech possible. According to such a perspective on humanism, history and societal life must be viewed as contexts in which a free, human subject unfolded his inherent humanity. Until structuralism, humanism had been the obvious horizon for traditional approaches in the humanities and philosophy, whether these were existentialist and person-oriented or dialectical and Marxist schools of thought.
Such humanism had been given monumental expression in Jean-Paul Sartre's (1905 Sartre's ( -1980 Critique de la raison dialectique six years earlier in 1960. Over and against this, Foucault's work relegated humanism to a limited and perhaps already obsolete phase, which lasted from the beginning of the 1800s to the present. 4 The year after, Foucault pointed out how humanism in a wider and perhaps more "moderate" sense had such a malleable character that it would be able to function as "the little whore of all the thought, culture, morality and politics of the last twenty years" and that it "was used in 1948 to justify Stalinism and the hegemony of Christian democracy."
5
With Les mots et les choses , Foucault therefore publicly appeared as a frontrunner of the structuralist challenge to the anthropocentric worldview. At the same time, it seemed that he had extended the reach of new structuralist approaches to analysis by employing them in regard to the history of ideas and knowledge, so as to prove that such an approach would illuminate an extended development, which had occurred within our own culture. In general, this history was however still understood as a series of present moments or "nows." Sartre was a representative of this conception, since he simultaneously with Foucault -while working with difficult aspects in the second part of Critique de la raison dialectique -took out time to respond in an interview titled "Sartre répond": "Foucault presents a geology ... a series of successive layers that form our 'foundation'. Every layer determines the conditions for a particular form of
